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Mr. Edwin L, Weisl, Jr. March 27, 1968 
Assistant Attorney General ‘ 
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“ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT . 
SENN FITZGERALD. KENNEDY... 
NGYEMBER 22, 1963 
DA'J-AS, TEXAS £ 
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a“ Reference is made to your letter of March 18, 
of 1968, "ELV; sanc," 129-11, with enclosures, relating to Ary 
cs Richard Eg prague and the list of photographers and photo=- °” 7 

graphs he‘tas compiled. .This sane information was<pre- -~ 
"* “viously furnished to this Bureau by Miss Polly Busselle, a? 

; Office of Senator Robert F,. Kennedy, = 7 
~ 

    

‘ For your information, this list was reviewed and 
. analyzed by our Dallas Office, It was determined that the- 

majority of still photographs and movie sequences listed 
by Sprague were previously reviewed, and the results of the 
reviews were incorporated into reports and furnished to the .-, 

esident's Commission for its consideration. Our Dallas : 
fice also determined that in connection with photographs 

ahd movie sequences which were not identified, Sprague 
ives a very nebulous description and in some instances does 
a t even identify the photographer. 
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Files of this Bureau contain no previous reference 
to Richard E, Sprague. However, due to the fact Sprague 

& proponent of the theory that“more than one person was 
firing shots when President Kennedy was assassimted, which 

DA is the same theory being pursued by critics of the President's | 
‘7 Commission, a review of books published by these critics 
Sel was conducted to determine whether Richard E,. Sprague may 

~ »-- have collaborated with then, 

  

ro In Josiah Thompson's book, "Six Seconds in Dallas," 
ww he acknowledges a number of people who assisted him, Among 

f those named was one"Richard Sprague," not further identified. 
In Sylvia Meagher's book, "Accessories After the Fact," 
which is a severe critique of the Warren Comission, Federal 
investigative agencies, and the Dallas Police Department, 

ee “Sylvia Moagher said, "I a grateful to Richard E. Sprague 

1 - Dallas (Info) “h on ! Ay. WwW 
1 + New York (Info)™ 

(12)° dy awit 
. NOTE: See Rosen to DeLoach Memo dated 3/26/68, cap- 

AP { tioned "ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT: JOHN FITZGERALD | 

RO Lerype unr] KENNEDY, 11/22/63, DALLAS, TEXAS, KNR: des. 
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Mr. Edwin L, Weisl, Jr. 

for making available a list compiled by him of photographs ; and films which seem to have been overlooked entirely by ae oo the Warren Commission and its duvestigative agencies.” In ™: '. addition, Miss Meagher refers to Mark Lane in many instances and also acknowledges the “invaluable help, Support, and friendship" she received from Harold Weisberg, Vincent J. Srlendria, Leo Sauvage, Penn Jones, Jr., who have been critical of the President's Cor-rigsion and its findings. » 
an . Since the majority of Photographs and movie» ey * sequences referred to by Sprague have been xeviewed, he™: . . is not being contacted by this Bureau and no further action: is being taken. The enclosures furnished with your letter 

  

        

of March 18, 1968, are enclosed herewith, ~+ dan 
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